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67A 67B

67D

67E

67F

67C

BPFM

STAGE 67 PARTS

PART NUMBER

67A

67B

67C

67D

67E

PART NUMBER

67F

FM

BP

PART NAME

Deck panel L2-07

Reflector panel L2-07-A

Clear window

Dark window

Deck panel lights

PART NAME

Nacelle bracket starboard  

side inner panel

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x3mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

10

10

2

QUANTITY

1

3 (+1 spare)

3 (+1 spare)
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68A 68B

68D 68E

68F 68G 68H 68I

68C

BPFMDMAM

STAGE 68 PARTS

PART NUMBER

68A

68B

68C

68D

68E

68F

PART NUMBER

68G

68H

68I

AM

DM

FM

BP

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-09

Outer frame L4-08

Reflector panel L3-01-08-09

Escape pod cover

Nacelle bracket starboard  

side outer panel

Escape pod screw cover

PART NAME

Lateral phaser array

Spring

Screw cover

1.7x4mm screw

1.7x3x5mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x3mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

12

1

1

QUANTITY

1

2

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

4
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69B

69A

STAGE 69 PARTS

PART NUMBER

69A

PART NUMBER

69B

PART NAME

Nacelle bracket upper panel

PART NAME

Transporter emitter pad

QUANTITY

1

QUANTITY

2

5
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PART NUMBER

70A

70B

70C

70D

70E

70F

70A 70C

70D

70E

70B

CPAM

70F

70G DM FM

6

STAGE 70 PARTS

PART NUMBER

70G

AM

DM

FM

CP

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-11

Outer frame L4-10

Reflector panel L3-11-12-19

Escape pod cover

Battle section rear

Escape pod screw cover

PART NAME

Supply port

1.7x4mm screw

1.7x3x5mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

2x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

12

1

1

QUANTITY

2

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)
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STEP 

A

7

PART LOCATOR

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L2-07

Fit two more deck panels to the lower saucer section,  
and then wire them up to see the windows glow.

Take deck panel L2-07 (67A) and fit seven clear windows 
(67C) and 10 dark windows (67D) in the arrangement 
shown. Note that the long lip of each window should be 
closest to the wide end of the panel. 

Then secure reflector panel L2-07-A (67B) to the back of 
the deck panel using one BP screw as shown. Two more 
screws will be fitted along with the lights in the next step.

Note: The nacelle bracket starboard side  
inner panel (67F) supplied with this stage of 

your build is not required until stage 68.

STAGE 67 ASSEMBLY

K E Y

The illustrations are color-coded to help you 
identify the parts as you go along.

RED is used for screws, direction arrows,  
and connection points.

YELLOW is for the new part(s) in each step.

GRAY shows the assembly so far.

BLUE shows illuminated parts.

67A

67A

67C 67C

67C

67C

67B

BP

67C 67C 67C

67D
67D

67D

67D 67D 67D 67D

67D 67D 67D
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STEP 

B

8

CONNECTING THE LIGHTS

Next, take the bulbs from 
the first set of lights and 
slot them into the deck 
panel assembly from  
step A as shown. Secure 
the bulbs with two BP 
screws and bend the 
bulb casing away from 
the panel so they do not 
prevent you from fitting 
the deck panel to the 
skeleton later on. 

Next, turn the deck panel 
over, so that the windows 

face out. Take the other 
set of deck panel lights 

fitted in this step and slot 
the bulb with the green- 

and-yellow cable into the 
top of the assembly. This  

will be properly fixed in 
place in the next step.

Plug a set of deck panel lights (67E) into an “A” socket on saucer 
PCB 2 (45C), threading its cables through the skeleton as shown.

Then plug another set of deck panel lights (67E) into 
the next socket along, threading its cables as shown.

67E
45C 45C

BP

BP

67E

67E

67E

67A

67B

90º
90º

90º
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STEP 

C

9

FITTING THE DECK PANELS

To test the deck panel lights you have just fitted, flip the saucer switch to the “ON” position. This completes stage 67.

Take the deck panel assembly you completed 
in stage 66 and slot its bottom edge into the 
top of deck panel L2-07 (67A). Then position 
the two deck panels on the saucer skeleton 
as shown, making sure that the pin on the 
side of deck panel L2-05 slots into the hole  
in the skeleton (see inset). When the panels 
are positioned correctly, secure them to the 
skeleton with three FM screws. 

FM

FM

FM
67A

66A
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PART LOCATORASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-09

Build your second warp nacelle pylon and get to grips  
with a different kind of escape pod cover.

10

STEP 

A Take deck panel L3-09 (68A) and fit 11 escape pod 
covers (68D) so that the red line on each is closest to 
the wide edge of the panel. 

Then place reflector panel L3-01-08-09 (68C) over the 
escape pod covers and secure it with two AM screws. 

Finally, position outer frame L4-08 (68B) on the edge of the 
panel as shown and fix it into place using two DM screws. 

STAGE 68 ASSEMBLY

68A

68A

68B

AM

AM DM
DM

68D 68D 68D68D68D 68D

68D 68D 68D68D68D

68C
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FITTING DECK PANEL L3-09

INSTALLING THE LATERAL PHASER ARRAY

11

STEP 

B

STEP 

C 

Take the lateral phaser  
array (68G) and carefully  
push two springs (68H) on to  
the pair of pins inside it. Then slot 
this assembly into position on the 
nacelle bracket starboard side 
outer panel (68E), as shown.

Position the deck panel assembly on the lower saucer skeleton so that outer 
frame L4-08 (68B) overlaps the edge of the corresponding deck panel on 
the upper saucer. Then secure the assembly using two FM screws. 

Now carefully press the escape pod 
screw cover (68F) into place to hide the 
FM screw in the remaining recess. 

BUILD T IP

This issue comes with two 
types of escape pod cover. 
Only use the ‘screw cover’ 
kind once you are happy 

with the fit of the deck panels 
and do not wish to adjust  
the screws any further.

WORKING 
WITH SPRINGS

Take care when handling  
the small springs. Keep them 
in their packaging up until 
the moment you need them, 
and work on a light-colored 
surface so they are easier  
to see if they roll away or 
spring from your grasp.

68A

68B

FM

68F

FM

68H

68E

68H

68G
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STEP 

D

12

FITTING THE NACELLE BRACKET PANELS 

Then use two more BP screws  
to secure the nacelle bracket 
starboard side outer panel (68E) 
from the other side. The lateral 
phaser array (68G) should  
now spring back into position 
when you push it inwards. 

Finally, cover the two screw heads on the 
inner panel with a pair of screw covers (68I). 
Stage 68 is now complete.

Cover the springs with the nacelle bracket starboard side inner 
panel (67F) and secure it with two BP screws as shown.

Retrieve your nacelle pylon skeleton (64B, last used  
in stage 66) and pair it with the nacelle bracket port 
starboard side outer panel (68E) as shown, so that the 
springs (68H) sit inside the round holes in the skeleton. 

64B

68E

68E

BP

BP

BP

BP

67F

67F

68I

68I
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PART LOCATORFITTING THE TRANSPORTER EMITTER PADS

Add details to a large piece of battle section hull  
plating in this short but essential stage.

STEP 

A Take the first transporter 
emitter pad (69B) and 
remove the backing from 
the adhesive surface.

Carefully place the part in the matching recess on the nacelle 
bracket upper panel (69A) and then repeat the process with  
the second transporter emitter pad. This complete stage 69.

13

STAGE 69 ASSEMBLY

69B

69A
69B

69B
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PART LOCATORASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-11

14

Continue to join up the upper and lower panels around the rim of  
the saucer, and begin work on the battle section rear. 

STEP 

A Take deck panel L3-11 (70A) and fit 11 escape pod 
covers (70D) so that the red line on each is closest to 
the wide edge of the panel. 

Then place reflector panel L3-11-12-19 (70C) over the 
escape pod covers and secure it with two AM screws. 

Finally, position outer frame L4-10 (70B) on the edge of the 
panel as shown and fix it into place using two DM screws. 

STAGE 70 ASSEMBLY

70D

70D70D70D 70D 70D

70A

70A
70B

70C

AM

AM DM
DM

70D70D70D 70D 70D
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INSTALLING THE SUPPLY PORTS

Identify the battle section rear (70E) and the two supply ports (70G). Use a pair of CP screws to attach the ports to the inside 
of the battle section rear, so that the two pins on each port are visible on the outside (see inset). Stage 70 is now complete.

15

STEP 

B

Position the deck panel assembly on the lower saucer skeleton so that 
outer frame L4-10 (70B) overlaps the corresponding deck panel on  
the upper saucer. Then secure the assembly using two FM screws. 

Now carefully press the escape pod  
screw cover (70F) into place to hide the  
FM screw in the remaining recess. 

FITTING DECK PANEL L3-11

STEP 

C

70A

70F

70B

70E

70E

CP

70G

70G

70G

70G

CP

FM

FM
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TALKING ABOUT THE PLETHORA  

of returning guest characters in TNG’s 

fourth season, Michael Piller said: “That was 

a plan… There were so many interesting 

characters that [fans] talked about and loved 

that it was obviously an asset. It seemed  

like a good place to start with developing 

some stories [so that] we could revisit some 

of the issues that they had brought to the 

series and develop them.” 

Of all these sequel episodes, the most 

ambitious is surely ‘Reunion,’ which not 

only brings back K’Ehleyr from season two’s 

‘The Emissary,’ but also Chancellor K’mpec 

and Duras from the third year’s ‘Sins of the 

4.7

November 5, 1990

Drew Deighan, Thomas  

Perry and Jo Perry

Thomas Perry, Jo Perry, Ronald 

D. Moore and Brannon Braga

Jonathan Frakes

Suzie Plakson (K’Ehleyr),  

Robert O’Reilly (Gowron), 

Patrick Massett (Duras),  

Charles Cooper (K’mpec)

Worf learns that he has a son 

with his old flame, K’Ehleyr, 

shortly before she is murdered 

as part of a plot for control  

of the Klingon Empire.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

 

Teleplay by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

R E U N I O N

Don’t look on it as losing K’Ehleyr—think of it as gaining Gowron, 
Alexander, the bat’leth, and the Vor’cha-class attack cruiser!

Robert O’Reilly’s second appearance in STAR 
TREK was the first of 12 as Gowron (including 
stock footage in the DEEP SPACE NINE finalé).

EPISODE GUIDE
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Father,’ along with all the political intrigue 

surrounding Worf’s discommendation.

The impetus to bring back K’Ehleyr came 

from the husband-and-wife writing team 

Thomas and Jo Perry, who knew Piller from 

their time working with him on detective 

drama Simon & Simon. They were drawn to 

the half-Klingon woman on the basis that 

[in Jo’s words] “She was the best female 

character they had on for a very long time,” 

and had no desire to kill her off. Based on 

ideas they pitched involving K’Ehleyr and 

Worf having a child, and K’Ehleyr having a 

relationship with Duras, Piller commissioned 

the duo to write a draft script. But during 

discussions about the direction of the plot, 

the showrunner came to the conclusion 

that K’Ehleyr had to die.

“All we wanted to do was re-introduce 

her,” Thomas Perry told The Official STAR 

TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine in 

April 1993. “We sold them a story that they 

decided not to go with… They decided they 

wanted us to do a Worf story.”

Piller himself remembered: “I certainly 

was the one who decided that we were 

going to kill K’Ehleyr, and I took a great deal 

of heat for that… That story required her 

death to be complete, and without it, it 

would have been a pat, familiar ending.  

I think the impact it had on the audience 

was justified, and it set Worf on a journey 

that was extremely valuable to the series.”

According to Jo Perry (again in The 

Official STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

Magazine), the completed first draft was  

“a different, more complicated espionage 

story,” in which K’Ehleyr was killed, but not 

“so easily.” This draft did feature Worf and 

K’Ehleyr’s son and the death of Chancellor 

K’mpec, but it still wasn’t quite the episode 

Piller was after, and so he took the script in- 

house for a rewrite. The result was the first 

of many collaborations between executive 

story editor Ronald D. Moore and incoming 

staff writer Brannon Braga.

SHAKESPEAREAN SCOPE

As co-writer on ‘Sins of the Father’ as well 

as the mind behind Worf-focused episodes 

‘The Bonding’ and ‘The Defector,’ Moore 

was already known as TNG’s go-to “Klingon 

guy,” and to Piller, “He just understood that 

culture and society, and what it required, 

and he built it like a Shakespearean drama.” 

Braga, meanwhile, has described himself as 

being “in the right place at the right time,” 

having just finished a two-month internship 

on the show when Piller gave him his “big 

break” working on ‘Reunion.

In Moore and Braga’s hands, Picard took 

on a bigger role in the episode, while Worf 

      Are you my  
       father?  

Alexander to Worf

After ‘Reunion,’ Jon Steuer found fame in the sitcom Grace Under Fire before retiring from acting aged 12.

REUNION
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was pushed to greater extremes. The pair 

resisted executive producer Rick Berman’s 

suggestion that Worf’s honor should be 

restored by the story’s end (effectively tying 

up all loose ends from ‘Sins of the Father’), 

and instead, said Moore, “decided it would 

be another step in the continuing saga.”

Justifying the decision to kill off K’Ehleyr 

and drive Worf to (what Humans would 

consider) murder, Moore reasoned: “It was 

important to me to keep moving Worf in 

that direction, so he would stand out from 

the rest of the bridge crew. He wore the 

uniform, he did the job, but he was still  

a Klingon. Those moments surprised the 

audience and made them re-evaluate him… 

Apart from the death of K’Ehleyr, nothing 

would have gotten Worf across to that 

Klingon ship to kill Duras.”

Where Moore felt the finished episode 

erred, however, was in its treatment of  

Worf and K’Ehleyr’s young son, Alexander. 

“Nobody wanted Alexander to stay but me 

and Brannon,” he said. “Sending him off 

the ship sent a bad message. The single 

father should have embraced the son and 

taken responsibility for him.” 

SHAKESPEAREAN STAR

Despite being sent to live on Earth at the 

end of ‘Reunion,’ Alexander returns seven 

times in TNG and twice in STAR TREK: DEEP 

SPACE NINE, though never again played by 

Jon Steuer. The episode’s other newcomer, 

Gowron, meanwhile, is played by Robert 

O’Reilly in all 12 of his TNG and DEEP SPACE 

NINE appearances. Having made his TREK 

debut as a holodeck gangster in season 

two’s ‘Manhunt,’ the actor was sought out 

for Gowron by director Jonathan Frakes, 

and later recalled basing his performance  

in part on the character of Edmund from 

Shakespeare’s King Lear. “Edmund says, 

‘I’m evil, but I’m right, and... I’ll do what  

I have to do to get ahead,’” O’Reilly later 

explained. “I loved it, because I had played 

Edmund a couple of months earlier and  

it seemed to fit, psychologically.”

Above: Rick Sternbach’s development of the Vor’cha- 
class attack cruiser, from rough doodle to detailed design.  
Right: Though never shown on screen, Sternbach intended the  
front section of the ship to be a mission-specific module, and  
designed alternatives to the two-pronged version.

      Yes, I am  
    your father.  

Worf to Alexander

EPISODE GUIDE
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As if sensing that Gowron was set to be  

a standout character, makeup supervisor 

Michael Westmore made sure to give him  

an equally distinctive look. “We tried to do 

something different with Gowron,” he said. 

“Most of the Klingons had goatees and ‘Fu 

Manchu’ moustaches, so we gave Gowron 

mutton chops.” Unusually, the character 

was also marked out by a unique forehead 

prosthetic. “I’ve got 35 different Klingon 

molds, and we’ve mixed and matched and 

passed things around,” Westmore recalled, 

“but Gowron’s design was so different that  

I really couldn’t put it on anyone else.”

INTRODUCING ICONS

As well as new characters, ‘Reunion’ also 

introduces two more enduring elements of 

Klingon culture: the Vor’cha-class attack 

cruiser and the bat’leth. The first of these 

was designed by technical consultant and 

senior illustrator Rick Sternbach to end the 

show’s reliance on Klingon ship models and 

stock footage from the TREK movies, while 

the latter was conceived by VFX supervisor  

Dan Curry to address Worf actor Michael 

Dorn’s request for a signature weapon. 

To visualize the attack cruiser, Sternbach 

took inspiration from the Klingon ships that 

had gone before it. “We wanted a visually 

recognizable ship with a known lineage,” he 

said. “From the beginning the intent was to 

echo Matt Jefferies’ design [for the Klingon 

battle cruiser from THE ORIGINAL SERIES].  

I worked up a few variations, but tried to 

stay within the original proportions. Nilo 

Rodis’ bird-of-prey [first seen in STAR TREK 

III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK] also figured 

into the mix, with its large, slotted radiator 

blocks, as did the upgrades of the battle 

cruiser from the movies.”

The ship’s most radical departure from its 

forebears was its two-pronged prow, which 

Sternbach styled after “some terrific energy 

weapons in Japanese anime... The Klingons 

already had disruptors and torpedoes, and  

I felt that this new main vessel should have 

at least one special bit of armament.” To 

suggest the fruits of the “uneasy alliance 

between the Klingons and the Federation,” 

Sternbach also added details “that eased 

the attack cruiser toward a more Starfleet 

look,” most notably with the addition of 

glowing red bussard collectors at the front 

of the warp nacelles, but also with a subtly 

more gray-green color scheme overall.

Unusually, when the design was realized 

as a filming miniature, it was built to match 

the scale of the main Enterprise-D model, 

with the two ships measuring three- and 

four-feet long to match in-universe lengths 

of 481m (1,577 ft) and 641m (2,103 ft) 

respectively. The bulk of the model was 

constructed by Greg Jein, with the warp 

nacelles built by David Merriman, Jr., who 

also supplied the nacelles for the four-foot 

Enterprise-D and the Enterprise-C model 

seen in ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise.’ 

CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN

For the bat’leth (spelled “bat’telh” in the 

script), martial-arts expert Dan Curry took  

it upon himself to design his own Klingon 

weapon when “the art department sent 

down something that looked like a pirate’s 

cutlass.” Inspired by the Chinese blades he 

had worked with as weapons consultant  

on the 1986 movie The Golden Child, Curry 

sculpted a full-size foam board prototype  

and developed a full set of combat moves 

to convince executive producer Rick Berman 

and stunt coordinator Denis Madalone of 

the weapon’s merits. Several versions of the 

blade were made for this and subsequent 

episodes, including full-metal ‘hero’ props 

and lightweight stunt versions consisting  

of rubber around a thin steel core. To date, 

the weapon has appeared in every STAR 

TREK spin-off series and in two TREK films.

Second-time director Jonathan Frakes rehearsing with Michael Dorn (Worf) and Suzie Plakson (K’Ehleyr). 

REUNION
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BRANNON BRAGA WAS STILL AN  

intern in the TNG writers’ room when  

he heard the freelance pitch that became 

‘Future Imperfect.’ He later described the 

idea “the most notable we ever heard,” 

recalling in Gross and Altman’s 1995 book 

Captains’ Logs how the team needed to 

hear only the basic set-up before “Mike 

Piller said, ‘Stop, we’ll buy it!’”

In the same book, Piller described how 

the concept by J. Larry Carroll and David 

Carren then developed into a promising 

script in need of an extra twist. “The first 

draft was a little flat after we got into the 

story,” he said, “just like ‘Remember Me’ 

[see last issue]. You had a situation where 

something strange is happening, and yet it 

can’t just turn out to be a dream, because 

it’s not satisfying. You get to the third act 

and you need to do something that moves 

the action forward.”

When Piller began to riff on what that 

added something could be, however, he 

and the writers got their wires momentarily 

crossed. “This is one of the best examples  

of the notion that you shouldn’t censor 

yourself,” he continued. “I just talked, and 

David Carren said, ‘You mean that he thinks 

it’s a real Romulan plot for an act?’ I said, 

‘That’s not what I mean at all.’ Then I said, 

4.8

November 12, 1990

J. Larry Carroll &  

David Bennett Carren

Les Landau

Andreas Katsulas (Tomalak), 

Chris Demetral (Jean-Luc/Ethan), 

Carolyn McCormick (Min Riker) 

Finding himself in command  

of the Enterprise, seemingly  

16 years in his future, Riker  

first suspects a Romulan plot 

and then something a little 

more complicated...

Episode

Premiere

Written by 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

F U T U R E  I M P E R F E C T

Season four’s themes of family and returning guest  
performers get a twist in this false-reality tale.

EPISODE GUIDE
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‘Wait a minute, what if that’s exactly what 

we do, and play it out as a Romulan gag.’” 

The Russian-doll idea of one false reality 

inside another was the only major change 

to Carroll and Carren’s script, but when it 

went in front of the cameras, it was found 

to be running a little short. To solve this, the 

pair met with Piller and Rick Berman during 

filming to write an extra scene with Riker 

and his ‘son’ in the turbolift. The ease with 

which the writers handled these demands 

impressed the producers, and led to them 

both joining the staff as story editors for  

the remainder of the fourth season.

TOMORROW’S ENTERPRISE

On set, realizing Riker’s false future involved 

subtly updating the familiar appearance of 

the Enterprise-D and its crew, as had been 

done for ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ in season 

three. Additional side wall displays made  

for that episode were reused on the bridge, 

which was also augmented with dark red 

decals on the center console, rear stations, 

and doors. Gray stripes were added to the 

walls in the corridors and in sickbay, where 

three new screens were suspended from  

the ceiling. Round decorations were added 

in the observation lounge, while the ready 

room was stripped of Captain Picard’s usual 

effects and dressed with items including an 

early Nebula-class starship model—four 

episodes before the final design made its 

debut in ‘The Wounded’ (see p.28).

The only change made to the standard 

duty uniforms was to remove the collar pips 

and instead indicate rank by means of a new, 

barred combadge design. Admiral Picard, 

however, wore unique flag officer’s dress, 

and a unique variant of the new combadge 

with reversed colors and a silver star. Aging 

makeup applied to the cast was similarly 

subtle, as only 16 years were meant to have 

passed, meaning that all of the characters 

were still in their prime. Most notably, the 

episode is the first time that (a version of) 

Deanna Troi wears standard-issue Starfleet 

uniform—something that would become 

the norm from season six—and the second 

of only four times in the series that LeVar 

Burton gets to show his real eyes as Geordi 

La Forge (the others being ‘Hide and Q,’ 

‘Interface’ and ‘All Good Things...’).

FANTASY CASTING

One actor who did not receive any aging 

makeup was Patti Yasutake (Nurse Ogawa),  

as her character was appearing for the first 

time. Only later was the decision made to 

make Ogawa a recurring role, eventually 

featuring in 16 episodes and two movies. 

Here, of course, neither Yasutake nor the 

other recurring performers are seen as their 

‘real’ characters—with Andreas Katsulas 

playing only an imitation of Tomalak (first 

seen in season three’s ‘The Enemy’), and 

Carolyn McCormack portraying the illusion 

of a flesh-and-blood version of a holodeck 

character from ‘11001001’ in season two! 

Visual effects supervisor Dan Curry created this visual aid to illustrate the six different shots that needed to be 
combined for the scene where the illusory Enterprise bridge and its crew disappear in stages. The (also illusory) 
Romulan holodeck revealed in their place was a further ingredient in the mix, and was built as a scale model.

       I said shut up! As in ‘Close your  
     your mouth and stop talking!’  

‘Captain Riker’ to the illusory Admiral Picard

Chris Demetral (Jean-Luc Riker) and the aged- 
up Jonathan Frakes pose for a family photo.

FUTURE IMPERFECT
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WIL WHEATON DECIDED TO  

quit TNG during season three, but 

agreed to return for the start of the fourth 

year so that his character, Wesley Crusher, 

could be given a proper send-off. Just what 

shape that send-off would take, however, 

was a subject of much debate. For some of 

the show’s writers, the idea of Wesley simply 

going away to Starfleet Academy was just 

too predictable, and at one stage he was  

set to challenge expectations by staying on 

an isolated planet as part of an exchange 

program. But when freelancer Kacey Arnold- 

Ince pitched the story for ‘Final Mission,’ it 

was an obvious fit for Wesley’s swansong.

4.9

November 19, 1990

Kacey Arnold-Ince 

Kacey Arnold-Ince  

& Jeri Taylor

Corey Allen

Nick Tate (Dirgo),  

Kim Hamilton (Songi),  

Mary Kohnert (Allenby)

Picard, Wesley, and a wilful 

shuttle pilot are stranded on  

a desert world where the only 

water is fiercely defended.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

Teleplay by 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

F I N A L  M I S S I O N

Wesley crushes it in his last adventure as a regular  
character—but Wheaton will return! 

Though the model had been seen before, all 
footage of the space barge in ‘Final Mission’ 
was newly filmed, including its destruction.

EPISODE GUIDE
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“I wanted to do something with Picard 

and Wesley, because they were the characters 

whose relationship was the most interesting 

and unresolved,” Arnold-Ince informed The 

Official STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

Magazine in August 1993. “Here was a man 

who was being a father to this fatherless 

boy, and no one ever acknowledged or 

confirmed that relationship. And yet the 

function Picard served—especially when  

he made Wesley an acting ensign—was 

very fatherly. That was interesting to me.”

Arnold-Ince had been invited to pitch  

for the show after applying unsuccessfully 

for the same internship that had brought 

Brannon Braga into the STAR TREK fold (see 

p.17). As a first-time writer, she expected  

her outline for ‘Final Mission’ to be pulled 

apart in a no-holds-barred ‘break session’ 

before it went any further, but for once that 

was not the case. Wheaton’s availability  

was limited, and so Arnold-Ince was set to 

work on a full script with just a handful  

of notes. These included prompts for more 

action, the introduction of Captain Dirgo, 

and the practical advice that it was difficult 

to create a believable desert in the studio.  

She then turned the first draft around as 

quickly as possible, relocating it to a frozen 

wasteland, as this was more straightforward 

to stage. “But,” she said, “when I handed  

it in, I told Michael [Piller]: ‘If you do decide 

to go on location, it will translate very well  

to a desert environment.’”

TWO DAYS IN THE DESERT 

In fact, fears about Wheaton’s schedule 

proved unfounded, and the episode was 

not rushed into production. This allowed for 

a rewrite by supervising producer Jeri Taylor 

(according to Arnold-Ince, “Everything I put 

in was there, but Jeri really enhanced it”), 

and time to reconsider the feasibility of a 

location shoot. Ever since the first season, 

producer David Livingston had been keen  

to film at the El Mirage Dry Lake Bed in the 

Mojave Desert, and so the story reverted 

back to its original setting ahead of two 

days of location work there, just 90 miles 

northeast of Paramount Studios. The same 

location would be used for the pilot of 

STAR TREK: VOYAGER four years later, and  

in STAR TREK NEMESIS in 2002.

The promise of location filming helped 

secure director Corey Allen for the first  

time since season one. Formerly a teen star 

himself, Allen worked well with Wheaton, 

and would return to the show only twice 

more, both times to direct episodes with  

a Wesley-centric storyline.

Joining cast and crew in the desert  

was the full-size mock-up of the shuttle 

Nenebek. Named by Taylor after author 

Larry Nemecek—whose TNG reference  

works the writing staff often consulted—  

the ship was a reuse of a smaller craft  

built for ‘The Most Toys,’ now extended  

to include an aft compartment. 

For shots of the shuttle in flight, a new 

miniature was built by senior illustrator  

and technical consultant Rick Sternbach, 

who was also responsible for enlarging  

the life-size mock-up. He later recalled  

how the miniature was intended only as  

a guide for the visual effects team, “but 

they just dirtied it up and filmed it!” The 

episode’s other guest ship—the radioactive 

barge threatening Gamelan V—was the 

fourth reuse of the Talarian freighter Batris, 

built by Greg Jein and first seen in season 

one’s ‘Heart of Glory’ (see issue 6). 

MORE MISSIONS

Though Wil Wheaton ceased to be a TNG 

regular after this episode, he would return 

for guest spots in each subsequent season, 

and in STAR TREK NEMESIS. “We finally 

decided that he would go to the Academy 

[as] the most reasonable and easiest idea,” 

Piller told Cinefantastique in October 1991, 

“which also keeps him alive for future 

episodes.” More recently, the actor has 

returned to the STAR TREK fold as host  

of THE READY ROOM, a magazine show 

companion to STAR TREK: DISCOVERY  

and STAR TREK: PICARD. Captain Dirgo 

actor Nick Tate, meanwhile, also revisited 

the 24th century, as Liam Bilby in season  

six of STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

Rick Sternbach built his Nenebek  
miniature over the course of  

“two or three days.”

          Sir, in the past three years,  
       I’ve lived more than most  
             people do in a lifetime.  

Wesley Crusher to Jean-Luc Picard

FINAL MISSION
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MARINA SIRTIS HAS DESCRIBED  

’The Loss’ as “one of my favorite 

episodes of all time,” on the basis that it 

was “the first time really that a lot of Marina 

came out in the character [of Deanna Troi]. 

Obviously, it wasn’t the nice part of Marina, 

but it was the first time I felt I was playing 

more myself than a character.”

The idea of an episode in which Troi  

lost her empathic powers and had to live 

like an ordinary Human “had been pitched 

to us every season,” Michael Piller said in  

the October 1991 issue of Cinefantastique 

magazine, but may never have come to 

fruition at all if not for an initially unrelated 

4.10

December 31, 1990

Hilary J. Bader

Hilary J. Bader, Alan J. Adler 

and Vanessa Greene

Chip Chalmers

Kim Braden (Janet Brooks), 

Mary Kohnert (Allenby), 

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)

When Deanna Troi loses  

her empathic abilities, she  

is racked by grief and self- 

doubt, quitting her job and 

clashing with her friends.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

Teleplay by 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

T H E  L O S S

This tale of a two-dimensional encounter allows Marina Sirtis  
to put in a three-dimensional performance as Troi.

Kim Braden (Ensign Brooks) would later play 
Jean-Luc Picard’s wife, Elise, inside the Nexus 
reality in STAR TREK GENERATIONS (1994).

EPISODE GUIDE
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script. Aspiring screenwriter Hilary J. Bader 

had no luck selling TNG stories to Piller 

during season three, but in a reverse of 

Kacey Arnold-Ince’s experience (see p.22),  

was offered an internship on the strength  

of her unsuccessful pitches. She began 

work on the show at the start of season 

four, and soon had a story idea accepted. 

This concerned the Enterprise encountering  

a two-dimensional lifeform in space, and 

the significance that held for a one-off 

guest character.

ANOTHER DIMENSION

“At first, the two-dimensional creatures  

were the bigger part of the story,” Bader 

explained to The Official STAR TREK: THE 

NEXT GENERATION Magazine in April 1993. 

“I had a guest star of some sort involved 

and they didn’t like it. I had to have some 

[regular] cast member to connect it with.” 

When presented with a list of unused ideas 

featuring the regulars, she saw the most 

potential in Troi losing her Betazoid powers. 

For research, she spoke to people who had 

lost their sight in adulthood, finding that, 

while most had continued to live fulfilling 

lives, “much of the difficulty is in the way 

people around them react. They try to help, 

do everything, or feel sorry for them.” From 

there, Bader was able to formulate a story  

“to see what the difficulties were, and have 

[Troi] succeed at getting over them before 

she got her powers back.”

By the end of her internship, Bader had 

completed first and second drafts of ‘The 

Loss,’ getting it to the point at which Piller 

or another staffer might usually give it an 

extensive rewrite or a light final polish. In 

this case, however, Piller felt that the script 

would benefit from entirely fresh eyes, and 

so passed it on to freelance writing team 

Alan J. Adler and Vanessa Greene, whom 

he had known for many years. 

“What we did was flesh out Troi’s inner 

conflict and bring it into focus,” Adler 

said in the same issue of The Official STAR 

TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine. 

“It’s like in volleyball, where one person 

will set it up and another—Vanessa and  

I—hits it over the net.”

EMPATHIC PERFORMANCE

With no new sets or alien planets/cultures  

to depict, ‘The Loss’ is carried almost solely 

by its performances. Bader enthused that 

“Marina Sirtis was wonderful [and] really 

took advantage of the subject,” while  

Adler described her as “terrific.” Executive 

producer Rick Berman told Cinefantastique: 

“I pushed for this episode a lot. It was...  

as if you were the only sighted person in  

a colony of blind people and suddenly you 

lost your vision, and they all said ‘So what?’  

I think Marina did a really good job.”

Sirtis herself said, “They let me take it  

as far as I could, and I really enjoyed that.” 

Looking back in Captains’ Logs (Gross and 

Altman, 1995), she recalled the positive 

reactions she got from disabled viewers, 

saying, “That’s exactly the way they feel. 

The way I expressed their emotion... was 

very, very popular.”

While the producers did briefly consider 

not restoring Troi’s gifts at the end of the 

episode for added meaning, Piller said in 

Captains’ Logs: “The bottom line for me  

was that these shows work because the 

journey [not the end point] is interesting,” 

Adler, meanwhile, concluded: “Obviously, 

there’s an element of convenience that she 

does get her powers back, but it really is  

a large part of her character. One of the 

things about an ongoing TV series is that... 

everybody can go through a certain amount 

[of character development] but you’re not 

going to change something that drastic.”

      How can you know what it’s like  
 to lose something you never had?  

Deanna Troi to Beverly Crusher

Ensign Allenby (Mary Kohnert) at the conn. The character, given the first name ‘Tess’ in scripts, appears in ‘Final 
Mission’ and ‘The Loss,’ and can be seen in stock footage of the bridge in ‘Suspicions’ during the sixth season.

THE LOSS
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SCREENWRITER HAROLD APTER 

pitched a day-in-the-life episode of TNG 

during season three, after which the idea 

was consistently championed by story editor 

Ron D. Moore. “At one point, it was going 

to be a Picard day-in-the-life, then a day in 

the life of the ship,” Moore recalled. “It went 

through a lot of changes until we decided 

that Data was the perfect vehicle. He’s the 

only one who’s up 24 hours a day.” 

Plot strands considered for the episode 

included births, deaths, and marriages (with 

two of those eventually being chosen). One 

element not initially on the cards, however, 

was any real jeopardy for the Enterprise,  

with the Romulan intrigue being woven into 

the day-in-the-life narrative at the insistence 

of executive producer Rick Berman.

Faced with the question of who to marry, 

the writers knew they couldn’t use any of 

the regular cast, but didn’t want the story’s 

happy couple to be one-off guest characters, 

either. “Everybody was delighted with the 

work Colm Meaney had been doing for us,” 

Moore told Cinefantastique in October 1991, 

“[So] we said, ‘This is a neat idea—we’ll 

marry O’Brien.”

As there was no existing love interest for 

O’Brien to wed, the writers invented Keiko 

Ishikawa with every intention that she would 

4.11

January 7, 1991

Harold Apter

Harold Apter and  

Ronald D. Moore

Robert Wiemer

Rosalind Chao (Keiko Ishikawa), 

Colm Meaney (Miles O’Brien), 

Sierra Pecheur (T’Pel/Selok), 

Alan Scarfe (Mendak)

Data records a log detailing his 

experiences of a day in which 

he attends a wedding, learns to 

dance, and meets an unusual 

Federation ambassador.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

Teleplay by 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

D A T A ’ S  D A Y

This diary-style episode adds depth and a sense of  
domesticity to life onboard the Enterprise-D.

EPISODE GUIDE
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recur in future episodes. Brief consideration 

was given to creating a new bridge regular—

both as a replacement for Wesley Crusher 

and as a partner for O’Brien—but Michael 

Piller decided against that, “because I felt 

that O’Brien was too good a character and 

potential benefit to the show to make him 

another star’s supporting character.” 

SCRIPT SURPRISE

After Apter finished his first draft, ‘Data’s  

Day’ was completed by Moore, with some 

uncredited help from supervising producer 

Jeri Taylor. The pair were happy with their 

work, with Moore especially pleased by two 

ORIGINAL SERIES callbacks—dimmed lights  

at ‘night,’ as referenced in ‘The Conscience 

of the King,’ and Picard’s wedding remarks, 

echoing Kirk’s own in ‘Balance of Terror’—

but Piller had a surprise in store.

“In all honesty, Michael hated it,” Moore 

later revealed. “He was very nice about it, 

but it was going to be the first script we 

abandoned. He called me and Jeri down and 

said, ‘I just don’t think this is going to work. 

I’m sorry. We’ll find you something else to 

do.’ I was devastated.”

Happily, Moore’s dejection lasted less than 

a day, as Berman came to the script’s rescue. 

“Within a few hours, Michael called back 

and said, ‘Rick loves it.’ To his credit, Michael 

read it again, and said, ‘You know what?  

I think I read it in a bad mood or something. 

We are going to do it.’” 

CASTING AND CHOREOGRAPHY

Contenders to play Keiko included Patti 

Yasutake (Nurse Ogawa, see p.21), before 

the role went to Rosalind Chao. Chao, in 

turn, had been considered for the part of 

Tasha Yar in season one. Keiko featured  

in seven more TNG episodes before the 

O’Brien family relocated to Deep Space 9, 

with Chao portraying the character in 27 

STAR TREK episodes overall. Also debuting  

in this episode is Data’s cat, Spot, although  

it is not named until later in the season.

Away from these introductions—and  

the unusual story format—one of the most 

memorable sequences in the episode is the 

dance lesson, which Apter originally scripted 

as Data doing a disco routine, in the style of 

1977 film Saturday Night Fever. With Gates 

McFadden being an accomplished dancer 

and choreographer, however, the scene was 

amended to showcase her talents. Brent 

Spiner also performed all his own moves in 

the episode, but for one overhead shot of  

a professional dancer. “Brent could actually 

do the steps,” director Robert Wiemer later 

revealed, “but he wanted it to be absolutely 

perfect. [Gates and Brent] worked on that 

dance every day, and came up with a lot of 

the dialogue. We noted it all down for the 

writers, who worked it into the script.”

Two of Robert Blackman’s costume designs for 
Ambassador T’Pel (aka Selok) and Keiko Ishikawa.

      Second officer’s personal log...  
Data begins to describe his day for the benefit of Commander Bruce Maddox

DATA’S DAY
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FOR ANY VIEWERS WHO MISSED  

‘Data’s Day’ on original broadcast, ‘The 

Wounded’ could seem like an alternative-

reality episode in the vein of ‘Yesterday’s 

Enterprise.’ For not only is Chief O’Brien  

a happily married, major character, but the 

Federation has just ended a long war with 

the never-before-mentioned Cardassians! 

Both developments were part of the TNG 

writers’ ongoing efforts to sneak elements 

of serialization into the adventure-of-the-

week format, but the introduction of the 

Cardassians as past and future adversaries 

for the Enterprise was surely their boldest 

departure on that front to date. 

4.12

January 28, 1991

Stuart Charno, Sara Charno 

and Cy Chermak

Jeri Taylor

Chip Chalmers

Bob Gunton (Ben Maxwell), 

Rosalind Chao (Keiko O’Brien), 

Marc Alaimo (Gul Macet),  

Colm Meaney (Miles O’Brien), 

Marco Rodriguez (Glinn Telle), 

Time Winters (Glinn Daro),  

John Hancock (Admiral Haden)

A rogue Starfleet ship threatens 

the Federation’s new and fragile 

peace with the Cardassians.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

 

Teleplay by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

T H E  W O U N D E D

In which a new species, new ships, and a back story for O’Brien  
inadvertently set the scene for an entire spin-off series!

Macet meets Maxwell—one of six deleted 
sequences from ‘The Wounded’ included in 
the TNG season four Blu-ray box in 2013.

EPISODE GUIDE
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 “There are two kinds of aliens on STAR 

TREK,” Michael Piller later set out. “Ones 

who are passing through, and the kind we 

are going to keep around. By season four, 

we all felt that we needed another race  

of aliens that was going to provide new  

and continuing threats, and that’s how the 

Cardassians were developed.” Clarifying 

that, “We did not see the Borg being a 

continuing factor, even after ‘The Best of 

Both Worlds,’” he continued, “We had 

done a lot of Romulan stories and a lot of 

Klingon stories, and we were worried that 

we were mining those races over and over 

again, and that audiences were going to 

want to see something new.”

As screenwriter of ‘The Wounded,’ it fell 

to supervising producer Jeri Taylor to flesh 

out this new threat, including giving it a 

name. “I came up with ‘Circassians’ which  

I thought had a vaguely alien sound, though 

something in the back of my mind thought  

it came too easily,” she told fan magazine 

STAR TREK Communicator in April 2004. 

“Then someone, probably [executive story 

editor] Joe Menosky, pointed out that the 

Circassians were a real people on Earth. So  

I just played around with the sounds and 

‘Cardassian’ kind of fell into place.”

In the final draft script—based on story 

ideas by Cy Chermak and then-husband-

and-wife writing team Stuart and Sara 

Charno—Taylor described the new species  

as “sleek, handsome, intense,” and Gul 

Macet as a “shrewd master of verbal 

fencing” to rival Captain Picard. Director 

Chip Chalmers later described it as “one  

of the best written shows” he worked on, 

telling  The Official STAR TREK: THE NEXT 

GENERATION Magazine in August 1993: 

“We introduced an enemy that’s finally  

able to speak on Picard’s level. They’re not 

grunting, they’re not giggling, and they’re 

not mutes or all-knowing entities.”

SNAKES AND SPOONHEADS

Giving a face to the new old enemy was 

makeup supervisor Michael Westmore,  

who had been keen to create a snake-like 

species for some time. “All the adjectives 

indicated that this would be a snaky, lizardy 

personality,” he recalled. “For inspiration,  

I went straight to reptiles.” He was pleased 

that the man playing the lead Cardassian, 

Marc Alaimo, had suitably slender features, 

and based the entire species’ look around  

a cast of the actor’s head and shoulders.  

“Marc has a very narrow face,” he said, 

“so I thought, ‘Let’s accentuate his cheek-

bones.’ I fooled with the nose and designed 

an ear, and then we did the chin, all with 

bony, scaly textures to them. Suddenly, you 

had this great head with a long human 

neck, so I started to broaden the shoulders 

and gave them a bony look with almost  

a king cobra type of a flare.”

The finishing touch was the spoon shape 

in the forehead—another idea Westmore 

had stored in the back of his mind. Two 

years earlier, he had spotted a painting in 

an art gallery window, depicting “a girl with 

the impression of a spoon in her forehead.” 

He noted the image for future use, “And 

when I was putting Marc together, all of  

a sudden this spoon jingled in my mind.”

EGYPTIAN INSPIRATION

With the Cardassians slated for repeat 

appearances, they also merited a brand  

       Who I choose to spend my free  
   time with... That’s my business.  

Chief O’Brien declines the company of Cardassian Glinn Daro

Rick Sternbach’s design for the Cardassian warship includes Egyptian-influenced 
details such as a temple-like structure on top and pyramid-shaped weapons  

on either side. The design was first named on screen as a Galor-class  
cruiser on its second appearance, in season five’s ‘Ensign Ro.’
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new starship design, rather than a refit  

of an existing miniature. Senior illustrator 

and technical consultant Rick Sternbach  

set about envisaging a ship suggestive of  

a major galactic power that could hold  

its own against the Enterprise, and which 

gelled with Westmore’s makeup design. 

Discerning an ankh symbol in the species’ 

forehead ‘spoon’ and brow, he worked  

up a series of cruciform designs with one 

round end and Ancient Egyptian details.

“One of the really early designs had  

the ship looking more like a scorpion, with 

dorsal tail pods and forward cannons like 

pincers,” Sternbach told the DrexFiles 

website in 2010, “but it felt a bit too  

‘blah.’ The pods disappeared along with  

the cannons, but a flat disruptor forked- 

tail thing remained. Once the basic shape  

felt right, the detailing began, in the 

Egyptian ankh mode.

“The tail was a big disruptor weapon 

similar to the forward-facing one on the 

Klingon attack cruiser [see p.18]. The 

Cardassians seem to like borrowing other 

races’ technology. The big square under  

the bridge section was meant to be a nav 

deflector, but the VFX folks shot beams  

out of it. The green pyramids on the  

‘wings’ were smaller disruptors like 

Starfleet’s phaser strips.”

MAKING THE MODEL

With TNG’s usual modelmaker Greg Jein  

wrapped up in the episode’s other new 

starship model, the Nebula-class U.S.S. 

Phoenix (see panel), the order for the 

Cardassian craft went to Ed Miarecki  

and Tom Hudson—aka Science Fiction 

Modelmaking Associates. The company had 

provided various small props for the show  

in the past, as well as ‘kit-bash’ models for 

‘The Best of Both Worlds, Part II’—including 

the original Nebula-class design—but this 

was to be their first ‘hero’ vessel.

Describing the build on his personal 

website, klanky.com, Hudson writes: “Art 

department gurus Rick Sternbach and Mike 

Okuda sent out the plans for the ship, along 

with color chips showing what colors they’d 

like the ship to have… I started cutting the 

aluminum framework that would be the 

interior structure of the ship in Kansas City, 

and Ed got busy in Massachusetts with 

the other aspects—getting materials and 

      Take this message to your leaders,  
   Gul Macet: We’ll be watching.  

Jean-Luc Picard

A PHOENIX  FROM THE BASHES
Made from disparate parts of commercially 

available TNG model kits, Ed Miarecki’s kit- 

bashed concepts for Nebula-class starships 

appeared as wreckage in ‘The Best of Both 

Worlds, Part II’ and as set decoration on the 

illusory Enterprise in ‘Future Imperfect’. At 

just a few inches long, these models were 

intended for only momentary glimpses on 

screen, and so, when ‘The Wounded’ cast 

the Nebula-class U.S.S. Phoenix in a starring 

role, a full-size ‘hero’ model was required. 

Technical consultants Rick Sternbach and 

Mike Okuda took the opportunity to refine 

Miarecki’s design, replacing a second pair of 

warp nacelles on top of the ship with a pod 

inspired by the AWACS (Airborne Warning 

And Control System) radar antennas used 

by the US Air Force. The 30-inch (80 cm) 

miniature was then realized by Greg Jein, 

reusing some of the molds he had made  

to create the four-foot Enterprise-D filming 

model used from season three onwards.

After debuting as the Phoenix, the model 

appeared as different ships in season five’s 

‘Redemption II,’ in the movies STAR TREK 

GENERATIONS and STAR TREK: FIRST 

CONTACT, and in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE 

NINE and STAR TREK: VOYAGER. Only in 

‘The Wounded,’ however, does it appear 

with the ‘AWACS’ pod, which was swiftly 

replaced by a more angular sensor platform.

The hero version of the Nebula-class under construction in Greg Jein’s workshop in November 1990.
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A makeup test for Marco Rodriguez (Glinn 
Telle), who also played the illusory Paul Rice  
in season one’s ‘The Arsenal of Freedom.’

lining up special services like a big vacu-

former and custom neon fabrication.

“After about a week of prep, I flew up  

to Massachusetts and Ed and I dived into 

two solid weeks of 16-hour days, building  

a starship. It was probably the most fun  

two weeks of my life… even though it  

was the most complex thing either of us 

had ever built.”

The finished model measured around  

37 inches (90 cm) long, and arrived on  

the west coast on December 5, 1990 (“It 

has the distinction of being the only TNG 

spaceship miniature built on the east coast,” 

Miarecki has noted). It went on to appear  

in 21 episodes of STAR TREK before being 

replaced by a digital version in season six  

of STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE. 

CARDASSIANS, CONTINUED

The Cardassians themselves, meanwhile, 

appeared in nine further episodes of TNG, 

and made their presence felt throughout  

all seven seasons of DEEP SPACE NINE. To 

date, the species has also featured in STAR 

TREK: VOYAGER, STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE, 

STAR TREK: DISCOVERY, and STAR TREK: 

LOWER DECKS. Though he never played 

Gul Macet again, Marc Alaimo became the 

most famous Cardassian of them all, Gul 

Dukat in 33 episodes of DEEP SPACE NINE. 

Having already portrayed an Antican and  

a Romulan in season one of TNG, the actor 

also returned as a 19th-century Human in 

season six’s ‘Time’s Arrow,’ shortly before 

filming for DEEP SPACE NINE began.

Two of costume designer Robert Blackman’s sketches for the Cardassian uniforms. The headgear was used only 
in ‘The Wounded,’ while the rest of the costume recurred in season five’s ‘Ensign Ro’ before being redesigned.

To date, Gul Macet (Marc Alaimo) is the only 
Cardassian character seen to have facial hair.
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